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Cross-Step Waltz is a true folk dance, evolving in a grass roots manner from blues dancing that Americans 
brought to Paris in the 1920s.  The French adapted it to slow waltz music and called it a valse Boston. 
 
Here's a written description of our Cross-Step Waltz variations, in case it will help you remember and master 
them. 
 
 
CO-WATERFALL, from the film La La Land. 
 

    Half 1:  
1) Facing out, Cross-step R over L, LOD diagonally toward the outside. 
2) Side L "over the top" passing in front of your partner toward the outside. 
3) Back L, a small step LOD, in the outside lane. 
 

    Half A: 
1) Facing in, rock back L diagonally LOD toward the outside, a small step. 
2) Rock forward R diagonally LOD toward the center. 
3) Forward L a longer step diagonally LOD toward the center. 
 

The Lead begins with Half 1 while the Follow does Half A.  Then vice versa.   
 
 
BASIC CROSS-STEP WALTZ STEP 
 

    1) The Lead crosses R foot over L with weight; 2) steps side L with weight; 3) replaces weight onto R while 
also pulling R back a little.  Repeat opposite, crossing L over R.  
The Follow dances opposite, beginning crossing L in front then crossing R in front on count 4. 
 
 
WATERFALL  
 

    The Lead does the complete Co-Waterfall from La La Land while the Follow does the Cross-Step Waltz 
Basic, crossing L forward on count 1 instead stepping back L. 
 

Hints: 
    Leads, *look* toward your right just before count 4, to help direct her travel in that direction.  This is a visual 
lead, which is more comfortable than a physical lead pulling her in that direction.  In other words, he lets her 
dance by on count 4 instead of making her dance. 
 

    Try to have every molecule of your body, and your partner, traveling straight down LOD at all times. 
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LONG GRAPEVINE  
 

    Six steps of a lateral grapevine:  1) Lead crosses R behind as Follow crosses L in front;  2) Side step 
toward LOD;  3) He crosses R in front as she crosses L behind;  4) Side step;  5&6) Same as 1 & 2.  Note that 
when you're finished, she'll be crossing behind on the next count 1, so you can't exit to a Turning Basic. 
 
 
LONG 6-STEP GRAPEVINE, CO-WATERFALL  

    This was previously a common mess-up because it's a natural thing for newer Leads to think of a 6-Step 
Grapevine then a Turning Basic, without realizing that Follows are backing on count 1 and can't do the normal 
Turning Basic. 
 

Follows, it's no longer a problem!  You now know that it's possible and easy to start a Turning Basic backing L 
on count 1—the Co-Waterfall from La La Land. 
 
 
WALTZ WALK  
 

     He leads her to walk straight forward, not cross-step.  Good for navigating through tight squeezes.  
 
 
SHORT GRAPEVINE + FOLLOW'S OUTSIDE TURN  

    3 steps of a Grapevine followed by the Lead turning Follow once CW under his L arm.   
1) Lead crosses R behind as Follow crosses L in front;  2) Side step toward LOD;  3) Lead crosses R in front 
as Follow crosses L behind;  4) Side step letting Follow face forward LOD;  5-6) Follow's Outside Underarm 
turn. 
 

This can have an optional Tuck on count 3, slightly bracing into your partner's hand. Swing dancers often like 
a Tuck before an Outside Underarm Turn. 
 
 
2-HAND HAND GRAPEVINE + FREE SPIN  

    1) Lead crosses R behind as Follow crosses L in front;  2) Side step toward LOD;  3) Lead crosses R in 
front as Follow crosses L behind;  4) Side step letting Follow face forward LOD;  5-6) Follow's CW Free Spin. 
 
 
2-HAND GRAPEVINE + ROLLAWAY  
 

    It's just that, rolling away from partner on the last 3 counts. 
 
 
2-HAND GRAPEVINE + REAR HAND INSIDE TURN  
 

    If the Follow is turned CW by the rear hand, it's an inside turn instead of an outside turn. 
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DISHRAG is an open 2-hand Follow's Underarm Turn.  The terms Inside and Outside Turn are no longer 
relevant in Dishrag turns. 
 

Hint: Don't let your wrists cross, or else it will lock up.  Keep all fingertips in one point that circles the Follow's 
head like a halo. 
 
 
2-HAND GRAPEVINE + DISHRAG  
 

    It's just that. 
 
 
CHAINED GRAPEVINES 
 

    Do any of these grapevine turns one after another. 
 
 
GYPSY (Jedi Waltzing)  
 

    A Turning Basic without touching your partner, leading and following with body placement. 
"Gypsy" is the English Country Dance term for circling your partner without touching.  Today's Jedi Waltzing 
means leading and following with the force (actually with your correct body placement). 
 
 
SURPRISE MINI GYPSY   
 

    Waterfall, then the Lead releases held hands on count 3. Then completely let go, dancing solo for the 
second half of Waterfall, 4-5-6.  Catch partners back in waltz position for a regular Waterfall. 
 
 
DROPPING HANDS COMPLETELY without the hovering arms of Gypsy is even more of a surprise for the 
Follow.  
 
 
LEAD FACING FORWARD (Do-Si-Do)  

    The Lead faces forward throughout this figure, like a lateral Dos-a-Do. 
 
 
WAIST SLIDE is very similar to the above.  

    1) The Lead disengages his R arm and brings his R elbow slightly over his R hand.  2-3) He cuts toward 
the right, leading with his R elbow, in front of his partner, lowering his L hand to his lower right ribcage.  4) He 
almost stops in place (or actually stops), keeping her R hand at his waist just barely enough to spin forward 
her by him.  5) The Follow flies by him, facing him.  6) Begin to re-take waltz position for a Turning Basic. 
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CROSS-STEP WALTZ MIXER  
 

    In a large circle, all do a Turning Basic traveling LOD for 4 bars; ending by facing in with Follow on the right, 
all taking hands in a large circle. All step forward one bar and back one bar;   The Lead turns the next Follow 
CCW under his L arm with an Inside Turn as he cross-steps behind her, both changing places with each 
other.  Then he sweeps her toward his right into his R arm as she 4) steps forward R toward the outside lane, 
5) steps side L toward the outside, 6) pulls her R shoulder back and they take waltz position to recommence 
from the beginning.  
 
 
CROSS-STEP RUEDA , also simply called Waltz Rueda, is the Cross-Step Waltz Mixer with freestyle 
variations instead of the Turning Basic during the first four bars of music.  Several of our variations worked, 
like the Waist Slide on the 3rd and 4th bars.  
 
 
2-HAND GRAPEVINE +REAR HAND INSIDE TURN works great in Waltz Rueda because you end holding 
the hand you want for taking hands in a circle.  
 
 
WAIST SLIDE works well for the same reason. 
 
 
 
 


